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FIVE MYTHS OF PARKING POLICY

INTRODUCTION

Parking policy is proposed as a tool to achieve a varie
ty of transport and non-tI'ansport objectives. However, many of
the proposed uses of parking policy are based on misconceptions
concerning the potential influence of small changes in parking
parameters on ,;mode split and location decisions.. Furthermore,
during studies of parking policy prepared for the Melbourne
City Council, Brisbane City Council, Commonwealth Bureau of
Roads (now BTE) and the National Capital Development Commi.ssion
it became clear that parking procedures were invariably incon
sistent with stated policies and objectives and that the ability
to manipulate parking parameters to achieve city objectives is
strictly limited"

The insight gained during parking studies for the above
mentioned bodies forms t,he basis fox' this paper. In particular,
five myths concerning cen'tx'al city parking axe discussed.. They
are:

1.. Parking policies and objectives are articulated in a
meaningful way ..

2" Central city councils have substantial control over the
stock of parking space ..

3.. The cost of parking in cent,ral cities is high"

4.. Acceptable changes to the price and stock of parking spaces
can make a significant impact on mode choice ..

5" The primacy of the central city can be maintained by the pro
vision of adequate short term spaces ..

MYTH 1: PARKING POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES ARE ARTICULATED IN A
MEANINGFUL WAY

For parking pOlicies and objectives to be well articul
ated it is necessary that,:

the objectives of parking policy be clearly stated;

the conflicts between different parking objectives be acknow·-·
ledged and resolved;

the conflict between the objectives of parking policy and
othex areas of policy, including urban planning, and traffic
be identified and resolved;

the distinction between parking policy, procedures and ob
jectives be made expliciti
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the interaction between paIking procedures, parking policies
and objectives be understood;

attempts be made to evaluate parking policy to assess the ex-·
tent. t,o which the desired parking objectives and policies
al:e being achieved by the CUI'rent set of procedures incor
porated in the parking prog:t:::am;,

In fact very few, if any, of these conditions are met by
the majoI bodies involved in formulating parking programs.. This
situation is partly a reflection of factors that cannot be read·
i1y overcome"

The main factors that inhibit a clear and workable defi
nition of parking policies and objectives which could form the
basis of a well defined parking program to achieve those objec·
tives, are outlined in t.he follmV'ing paragraphs.,

There are seve:r:al identifiable groups which have special
interests to be served by a parking program.. Each of these
groups has a different objective function and thus different
designs on a parking program.. There can thus be no unique
and unified set of pOlicies and objectives for a parking pro
g:ram, even in t,he one city.. These interests are unlikely to
be satisfactorily resolved through a compromise solution" In-
stead particular groups will at any time dominate.. This in
pa:r:t explains the inconsi.stencies in parking policies at any
one time ..

It has been found that the actual performance of a
parking program is not always consistent wi t,h assumed or de·
sired performance.. That is, chosen parking policies are not
necessarily being implemented in practice.. There are many
reasons for this"

There is a constant and continuing process of change
ih the conditions of parking supply. In response to these
changes in local and overall conditions the pa:r:king authority
introduces marginal ad hoc changes to the pax'king progIam which
in total may be more significant than major scheduled changes"

In addition the demand for parking spaces, both in total
and by customer group is continually changing as a result of
urban development, changes in transport costs and other factors"
For this :r:eason alone parking programs need to be reviewed in
order to ensure that they are achieving t.he desired objectives.
Parking procedu:r:es introduced under a particula:r: set of demand
and supply conditions are unlikely to be appropriate when those
conditions have changed ..

Procedures are unlikely to have the effect hypothesised
if the existing parking situation is not properly assessed ..
For example the assumed division of parking demand into short
term and long-term usage may be incorrect if it neglects the
extensive illegal (or irnpropeI) parking that, occurs in all
cities to a greater or lesser extent., This question can only
be resolved t,h:r:ough r:egular surveys of usage, that, take pax
ticular note of turnover rates"
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Changes in parking progl:ams are very rarely assessed
and cannot easily be assessed even if the parking authority
accepts assessment as desirable. Changes to parking programs
are very frequent and it would not be feasible to monitor the
impact of every change ..

It is not possible to assess the impact of parking pro
cedures holding all other parameters constant as the ambient en
vironment is continually changing.. The :relationships between
procedure, policy and objective are far from precise. Both the
first order effect as well as the wider effects are difficult to
predict" It is not possible to obtain detailed knowledge of con
sumer behaviour and the environment in which the p:t:ocedures are
being implemented that would be required to accurately predict
t,he outcome" Further, where several procedures are implemented
together the effect of each procedure cannot possibly be isol
ated,

Even when it is possible to ascertain the immediate im
pact, the sequential effects are mO.re difficult to trace, and
identify conclusively with the initial procedure.. Consider for
example the construction of a major car park. The cars that
occupy these spaces may in pa,rt represent new trips, in part
a transfer of mode or a switch in destination. To trace the
effect of vacated parking spaces on mode changes is clearly
impossible" In addition any r'esultant change in the patterns
of urban location for example into the area with improved car
parking facilities is difficult to isolate"

Because of the complexity of the relationship between
procedure and effect, parking programs are generally iterative.
That is parking programs are essentially reactive to minor and
major' changes in the local and overall balance between the de
mand for and supply of car parking spaces, ~nd this is probably
inevitable"

A further problen is tha't because of the legi3lativc anCl
regulatory constraints, procedures may not be available to im
plement desired policies.,

The actual parking program implemented by the various
responsible authorities is the outcome of a complicated process
of resolution of the conflicts presented by the important inter
est groups" The outcome of this political process in the form
of a selected parking program will not generally be a consistent
set of components.

In addition (and partly in consequence) stated parking
policies tend to represent the desir'ed aims of parking author
ities, rather than a statement of what is being achieved using
existing procedures.. In other words stated parking policies
and parking objectives are not always indicative of the actual
impact of parking programs. What this means is that a knowledge
of the parking policies and goals of relevant authorities tells
little about the effect of parking procedures on the supply of
parking spaces and consumer behaviour.
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MYTH 2: CENTRAL CITY COUNCILS HAVE SUBSTANTIAL CONTROL OVER
THE STOCK OF PARKING SPACES IN THE CBD

Control by central city councils over the total numbe.r
of parking spaces and the distribution of these spaces between
competing classes of users relies on:

ownership of off-street parking spaces

control over privately owned public access spaces

contY'ol ovex private access spaces

an ability to alter the number and usage of on-st,reet
parking spaces

control Qvex:' parking use of vacant blocks

cantIol over the number of parking spaces in existing
commercial developments

control over the number of pa:r:'king spaces in new commer
cial developments.

Central city councils studied, in fact perform relatively
unsatisfactorily with respect to all of the above sources of
contr'ol" They own less than half the parking spaces in the
CBD and exercise either minimal or no control at all over pri
vate parking spaces.. (Suburban councils in general exeI'cise
considerably greater control over the stock of parking spaces
in their business districts)"

The lack of council control can be easily illustrated
from an analysis of figures on the ownership of central city
parking spaces" Estimates are provided in Table 1 of the
breakup of the stock of parking spaces by ownership and access
in central Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Hobart, based on
studies conducted during 1976 and 1977. An indication of pri
vate ownership of parking spaces in Sydney is also provided"
This, however, is based on particularly unsatisfactory data"

It is seen that none of these metropolitan councils
have substantial control over the stock of parking spaces in
their central business districts" At the time of the studies,
spaces under council control numbered between 28% and 47% of
the total parking stock. The city councils of Melbourne and
Brisbane, in particular, can have only a marginal influence
on the pattern of usage of parking facilities.

The situation cannot readily be improved, as it will
gener'ally require legislative changes to provide the desired
level of control over the use of private car parking facilities.
Even then, while it is feasible that some control may be exer
cised in the future over public access spaces, the possibilities
for influencing the conditions of use of private access spaces,
which number over' one third of all pax'king spaces~ is more remote.

Councils are limited not only in their control over the
pattern of usage of parking spaces, but also in their ability
to achieve a target stock of spaces in total, or by zone" In
gener'al local governments can only reduce the stock of parking
spaces by removing council spaces which may be on-street or off
street" This procedure may be considered unacceptable as it
will r'ecuce the already small proportion of spaces that are
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TABLE 1, CONTROL OF CENTRAL CITY PARKING SPACES

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)Melbourne Brisbane Adelalde Hobart Sydney
Number % Number % Number % Number % Number %

City Council Control

on-street 9326 26.8 7599 20.9 6611 26.2 1407 21. 6 8243 29.7
off-street "'500 1.4 2644 7.4 5332 21. 2 1289 19.8 n.a n.a

Sun-total Council Control 9826 28.2 10263 28.3 11943 47.4 2696 41.4 n.a n.a

Private Control

. pUblic access "'13880 39.8 9247 25.5 ",2400 9.5 1682 25.8 n.a n.a
" . prlvate access* 11184 32.0 16726 46.2 "'10806 42.9 2137 32.8 9000 32.4'"<0

Sun-total Private control' ·25064 71. 8 25973 71. 7 13206 52.6 3819 58.6 n.a n.a

TOTAL PARKING SPACES 34890 100 36236 100 25149 100 6515 100 27743 100

* spaces used by the occupants of the building with wnich they are associated or offered to
visitors free of charge.

Source: (a) IICity Area Parking Study November 1976" prepared for the City of Melbourne.
(b) Nicnolas Clark and Associates, survey conducted during November 1977. and
reported in the "Study of Parking Policles (1978)" prepared for the Metropolitan
Transit 1'."..1thority, Brisbane. (c) Adelaide Department of Transport ll~letropolitan

Adelaide Data Base Study (1978)" ~ The data was collected in .r4arch 1977. (d) "Parking
Updating Study 1977" prepared for the City of Hobart. (e) Various documents produced
by the Sydney City Council - on-street spaces were counted in 1970, the off-street spaces
were recorded between 1975 and 1978. No breakdown is readily available of parking spaces
by ownership.
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SEGAL AND MACLEAN

under council control, and therefore further limit council in
fluence over the pattern of usage.. The stock of parking spaces
can more readily be increased by councils either by the con
struction of public parking garages or by the offering of dir
ect incentives to private entrepreneurs ..

Government control over the number of private access
spaces can only be exercised when new development permits are
issued" If the pace of central city development and re-develop
ment is slow, the parking requirements of t,Qwn planning ordin
ances provide extremely limited (if any) control over the stock
of parking spaces" In fact if the number of parking spaces re
quired in new developments is specified according to the nature
of the development only, and not with consideration to the total
parking situation, then the net addition to the stock of private
parking spaces is tied completely to the pace and nature of de
velopment allowing no influence by local government.. If, how
ever, parking space requiIements in new developments are re
lated to the desired stock of spaces in designated geographi
cal zones, without regard t,o the nature of the development,
some effective control can be achieved over the tot,al number
of private parking spaces by councils, particula:rly du:ring per
iods of majoI re-development ..

It is abundantly clear that in implementing parking poli
cies councils are limited (more or less severely) by past park
ing programs" These past actions have deter'mined the percent
age of the parking stock that can be subject to council control ..
Where the stock of parking spaces under council contIol is ex
tremely small, as it is in Melbourne and BIisbane, it may be
necessary to extend this control before parking policy can be
come ~n effective and flexible parking tool of metropolitan
councils"

MYTH 3: THE COST OF PARKING IN CENTRAL CITIES IS HIGH

It is often suggest,ed that parking costs are high in
central cities and that more people would come to the city if
parking charges were 10weI.. Attempts have been made by some
metropolitan councils to stimulate city shopping by removing
met,eI charges"

The import,ant point that can be derived f:rom studies of
central city paI'king is that the costs of parking are distribu
ted very unevenly between classes of users" In fact many parkers
are subject to no diIect charge at all for their use of parking
facilities and, therefore the average parking cost is very low.

To obt,ain information on costs of parking in the city it
is not sufficient to obtain a table of parking charges, on
street and off-street" It is necessary also to determine how
many people obtain spaces at no di:rect charge, the incidence
of concession parking fees for say long term use and the volume
of short term and long term parking (which is subject to differ
ent hourly rates) ..
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1
See footnote (b) Table 1

fee was 85<:
The average

For those who paid fo.r pa.rking the average
and 35<: for work and non'-work trips respectively ..
daily parking cost overall 1;1las only about 159"

While the average cost of parking in central cities is
low, certain groups are subject to substantially highe.r than
average costs" In some cities, including in particula.r Mel
bourne, Brisbane and Sydney, the short term parker is subject
to significantly higher parking costs" This is caused by their
poo.rer access to free parking spaces and also by- the practice
of reducing charging rates,. Charges in off-'st.reet car parks
in these cities fall in unit terms wit,h increasing length of
stay. In Hobart and Adelaide many car parks have an inverse
pricing schedule Whereby the charge per hour increases with
time, thus penalising the long term parker ..

These results clea.r'ly show that actual parking costs
are very low in the City of Adelaide both to the average park.
er, and also for those who do pay. This result would not be
anticipated from an observation of parking charges for on
street and off-st,reet spaces"

In Adelaide a large scale home interview survey was
earr ied out during 1977 and included questions relat.ing to
parking" The most significant re suI ts of that survey in J::'ela'~
t,ion to the cost of parking aIe:

over 80% of curnmuters with destinations in the city parked
free of charge

nearly two thirds of short-term parkers pa.rked free of charge ..

For:" those who paid for parking the average charge was
close to $1,,20, while if all parkers are included the aver:age
daily parking cost was between 509 and 609 ..

In Br:isbane information on average par:king costs was
obtained from a driver survey conducted in 197"il}.. The main
results are reproduced he:r:e:

51" 7% of interviewees paid not,hing personally for parking
their: car

15% paid less than 159 peI day

8 .. 5% paid between 509 and $1.. 00 per day

14 .. 6% paid between $1.. 00 and $1 50 per day

13 .. 2% paid mOIe than $1.. 50 per day

It is clea.r that to obtain a proper indication of the
effective parking charge it, is necessary to conduct surveys of
parkers" A knowledge of the fee structuI'e provides only a very
limited insight into the total cost of parking and it,s incidence
amongst classes of useIS" The evidence that is available,
suggests that the ave.rage cost of parking for cOI:'.rnuters to the
central business district is much lower than charging rates
would suggest ..
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HYTH 4: ACCEPTABLE CHMIGES TO THE PRICE AND STOCK OF PARKING
SPACES CAN HAKE A SIGNIFICANT IHPACT ON MODE CHOICE

A corrunon objective of governments is to alter mode
split to increase utilisation of public transport,,, It is not
always clear if t,here is a more fundamental purpose to which
this objective is directed" It seems, however, to reflect a
concern with sevex'al factors, including the level of road con
gestion; the difficulty of maintaining an acceptable level
of service to public transport captives in the face of fa11·
ing public transport use; and a need to restrain increasing
pUblic tranSpoIt deficits ..

It is generally thought that parking policy can be
used as a major tool in achieving the desired mode split"
Work on a recent study conducted for the Metropolitan Transit
Authority by Nicholas Clark and Associates (1978) suggests
that the effect on mode split that can be achieved from real
istic changes to the stock and price of parking is in fact
small" Some ot,her studies indicat,e an even smaller impact, on
mode split from parking policies"

In the Brisbane study the impact of parking policy on
commuter public transport usage was modelled" The principal
technique employed involved calibration and operation of an
aggregate normal marginal disutility modal split model. {Al
though more sophisticated models than this are available, the
nature of the data base precluded their use"

The model was run assuming in turn:

increases in parking charges from 10% to 200%

reductions and increases in the stock of parking spaces

increase in average walking distances

specific improvements to the pUblic transport' system"

The postulated effects of an increase in parking
charges and a reduction in the stock of parking spaces are
reported h~re"

A small real increase in parking charges (of 10% or
less) was estimat,ed to have no effect on mode split,,, A 25%
increase in real(l, parking charges was postulated to reduce
car usage from 46% to 43% and increase rail and bus patronage
from 32% to 34% and -22% to 23% xespectively, of t,otal CBO
trips. A 50% real .increase in parking charges was postulated
to reduce cal:: usage further to 40% of CBO travellers and a
100% incl::ease to result in only 35% car users ..

While the highex parking charges will, according to
the model, divert a significant number of travellers to pub
lic transport, real increases in parking charges of 100% or
even 50% which would be necessary for significant rises in
public transport use, would be met with consumer resistance ..

1
To obtain a real increase of 25%, parking charges would have
to be scaled according to the consume!: price index and in
addition increased ~y 25~ 282
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The model also estimated that. if all on-stx:'eet parking
spaces we:r:e removed, (t,hese current,ly amount. to 20" 9% of the
total parking stock) car usage would fall from 46% to 37% ..
It also estimated that a 25% (50%) reduction in public access
off-street spaces (accounting for 8 .. 2% (16.4%) of total park
i.ng spaces in t,he CBD) would iner'ease public transport share
by 3 (8) percentage points ..

These effects on mode split. while significant are
achievable through rat,her drastic policies" The reductions
in car parking spaces of the or-deI discussed in the previous
paragraph axe particularly draconian \vhen it is remembered that
the recent, trend in the supply of parking stock has been for a
steady increase in t,he number of spaces"

The limited possibility for changing mode spli.t reflects
two main factors common to most metropolitan cities in Australia:

(i) The extensive availability of private access car spaces ..

(ii) The need for parkers to make use of a car during the day ..

There is a large stock of parking spaces in central
cities that are available for privat,e use only. and over which
goveIIlInents have no cont,rol. In Brisbane for instance,. nearly
half (46,,1%) of the stock of par'king spaces are private access
only" In Adel.aide the figure is about 43%, As a consequence,
many parkers have access to a reserved space and will not be
directly influenced by government parking policy" In addition
a large percentage of par'kers do not, pay directly for their
parking spaces.. A SUJ:vey conduct,ed of over 1000 parkers in
Br'isbane indicates 52% non-paying users. They vdll not be
easily influenced by a change in the price of parking spaces ..

If a car has to be used during'the day the commute:r
cannot easily switch to public transport and is therefore
captive to the car" The survey in Brisbane identified a sig
nificant proportion (28,,5%) of pa:rkers as having to use their
cars during the day. Government parking policy can only be
influential on those per'sons who don I t have access to a priv'
ate parking space and donlt need to use their cars during the
day" Policies that result in increases in the price of parking
spaces and a reduction in public parking spaces will therefore
operate unevenly on city parkers"

It is clear that parking policy is an effective tool for
changing mode split in favour of public transport" However
major shifts in mode split can only be achieved through sig
nificant increases in par'king charges, of rnor:'e t,han 50% in
real terms, OJ: through significant reductions in the stock of
par'king spaces, of at least 10% ..

The possibility of using parking policy to increase pub
L.~ transport usage for: other than city t,rips is even less than
calculated above" This is a reflection of the general inadequacy
of the public t.ransport service to business centres other than
the CBD, Thc: r.nin effect of any S2ve:r:c liF1,itation on the pClrk
ing stock in these other areas would be on outward ~igration

of act.ivi t.ies"
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The long ter-m effect of a restrictive parking policy
in the CBD may well be undesirable.. Any major price increases
or reductions in parking spaces would have to be implemented
with caution to allow monitoring of undesirable side effects so
that programs can be adjusted as required.. While a change in
mode split can be achieved, because of the size of the price
increases oX' the severe restrictions in parking space necessi.
tated, some unwanted negative effects will result" These
include:

Discrimination against low income persons"

Discrimination against persons relying on public access
spaces compared with persons using private access spaces,.
The latter will tend t.o consist largely of shoppers ..

A disincentive for activities that require many parking
spaces to locate in the city.,

MYTH 5: THE PRI~~CY OF THE CENTRAL CITY CAN BE MAINTAINED BY
THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE SHORT TERM SPACES

There appear's to be general agreement that insufficient
parking spaces in central cities are allocated for short term
use. In most cities private car parks discr'iminate in favour
of long term users and councils have attempted to restore the
balance by allocating most of council parking facilities for
short t,erm use, This is achieved either through time rest,r i.e ....
tior:s, meters or inverse pricing"

Unless council parking spaces are situated in the most
central locations they will be of little interest. to short
term par-kers"

There are several possible side effects that place a
limit on the extent to which a policy to switch the balance
in favour of short term users should be pursued.. If in par'
ticular., short term spaces are supplied at the expense of
long term spaces the following effects will be encouraged:

Increases in illegal long-term parking"

Relocation of activities that require long-term parking
out of the ci ty.

A reduction in the number of commuters entering the city"
As commuters are also shoppers this would affect retail
activi ty as \'lell as other business activi.ty ..

. If, on the other' hand l short-term parking spaces are
lncreased by a net addition to the parking stock this may
cause other problems including:

increased traffic congestion in the citYI and

the need to maintain undesirable on'-street spaces"

It is none-,the-less important that adequate short-term
parking spaces be provided for b~Js.iness use, loi':lding/unloa.dinq
and shoppers in the laca cion 1: cqi.lit'cd. By their nature short':':'
t,erm parking spaces must be located close to the demand"
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MYTHS OF PARKING POLICY

Hhile provision of adequate short-t,eI'ffi spaces is necess-'
ary this policy cannot. maintain the primacy of the cent,ral
ci t,y" There are many powerful factors causing a decl ine in
the pr'imacy of the central city over which the metropolitan
councils have no control, These include:

increased car ownership resulting in fewer public transport

captives
suburbanisation of metropolitan cities
existence of major regional shopping and employment centres

strictly limit,ed road capacity int,o and within central cities

a slowdown in the growth of t,he service sector

an increased productivity in t,he service sector, which re
duces jobs in that. sector in a slow growth economy ..

Thus, while metYopolitan councils are understandably
concerned t,o maintain the primacy of the CBD, the provision of
adequate short, term parking spaces, though important for var
ious reasons, cannot maint,ain the 1:01e of the CBn.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we ~1ave out,lined five commonly held ideas
in relation to parking policy and explored these ideas to in'-'
dicate why t,hey are gene:r:ally not valid" We can from this ex'·
ploration specify the major tasks necessary for the selection
of an effect.ive parking pr:ogYam"

In most cases studied there is a significant gap between
stated objectives of parking p:rog:r:'ams, and t,he actual effect
of these programs" This reflects, in part, inadequate informa'
t,ion about, the current stock and usage of par'king spaces" It
is clear that, prior to useful discussion on objectives, policies
or procedures of a par'king program, a current knowledge of the
stock and usage of parking spaces must be obtained ..

"de have ident,ified six main tasks for the derivat,ion of
a parking pJ:'ogram, These are:

A survey of parking spaces: In the survey of parking
spaces it is necessary to categorise spaces by owner'ship,
access, t,ime and other :r'est,xictions, legal and improper as
well as locat,ion and on,-street!off-street" It is also necess,
ary to obtain an indication of average vacancies in each cate-

goxy ..

A survey of ~arke:r:s: A survey of parkers is required
to obtain informat,ion on such paramet,ers as the real cost of
parking for different categories of user, extent of reserved
spaces, the extent of car: usage during the day, alternative
modes of tYanspo:r:t, t,o the city available to parkers (and other
variables as :required)"
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Statement of objectives: The possible objectives of
a parking program can be reviewed with the relevant authori
ties to obtain a clear statement of the most important object
ives of the parking progr:am" The way these objectives comple
ment (or conflict with) other council programs and state govern
ment policies should also be outlined"

Select policies: A set of policies must be identified
that will contribute to the identified objectives"

Select procedures: A range of procedures are avail
able which can be analysed for their likely impact on the dem
and for and supply of parking spaces. An initial selection
can then be made, which must be SUfficiently flexible to en
able adjustments indicated from an evaluation of the effects
of the parking program"

Evaluate program and modify: As explained in the paper
a parking program must be subject to continued monitoring ..
The results of the selected parking proceduIes are not easy
to predict and in addition demand and supply conditions change ..
Also objectives may be revised. Therefore evaluation of the
program and modification as indicated must be a continuing
elerilent of a paIking program ..
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